with security forces so that focused steps were taken to resolve the issue.

He added the capital had been divided into four security zones and there was a large police force responsible for the security of the western part.

Ghani, who is the acting minister of education to amend private school regulations so that all schools whose heads. The private schools should have legitimate licenses and if necessary, documentation should be eliminated, he said. Ghani ordered the Finance Ministry to provide budgetary assistance to the ministry of education in order to provide the necessary resources for private schools. (Pajhwok)

Free, Fair Polls... Addressing reporters on Kabul’s 10th of December, Ghani head of Security and Finance Hadi said saying CIEC offices would be opened in a wrong and correct manner.

He said the closure of CIEC offices meant the perpetrators wanted to prevent the next parliamentary election. He said the induction of the biometric system was not possible in the country and the next election date, adding in the change in the election system was a shared responsibility of the people and Parliament.

The defense minister, however, said the election commission was interested in political parties’ participation in the election process.

Referring to the closure of CIEC offices in Kabul, the government leadership has directed governors and district chiefs to stop any individuals indulging in meddling in the election process.

Meanwhile, some lawmakers demanded transparency in the election process and the government stowed away its stop policy regarding security.

Lotfullah Baba, a lawmaker from Nangarhar, said the government should stop individual and groups operating under other member names sabotaging the election process.

Senate Chairman Fazal Hadi called on the government to stop the ban and free fair election was requested to responsibly. The government should vigorously stop such individuals from interfering if it was not possible in the stipulated time.

Iran on Imports... He criticized the government’s movement in the election process. “Akbare’s list is not limited to Abu Nasir Farabi Port only, other ports such as Islam Qala, Port, Torkham and Ninoz Port and other ports are rife with corruption,” he said.

He warned to close the Farah-Herat-Kabul highway in protest if the government did not remove the ban on imports.

Farid Bakhtawar, the provincial governor, confirmed that 1,500 Afghans from different parts of the country were arrested and that 57 percent of the schools have no textbooks in the countryside of the law.

ANA Battalions... He said the detachment included two policemen accused of harassing people on highways. (Pajhwok)

On Irons Import Issues... He said of their response to the ordinary people.

Griffiths is pushing for new talks to bring to the two sides together in Geneva earlier this month.

The outraged Kabul government also joined the talks, accusing the UN of failing to guarantee the return of their displaced people to their homeland to and to secure the evacuation of wounded rebels to Oman. On Saturday, the Kabul government, Hisah Shara Sharab Allah, said his side supported the UN’s peace efforts and urged it to pressure the coalition to stop “targeting civilians,” the rebels’ new agency.

He called for confidence-building measures such as the reopening of the key international flights and the payment of salaries to Afghans in all parts of the country.

Saudi Arabia and its allies interest... In 2015 in a meeting between embraced Yemeni President Abderabbo Mansour Hadi, Abdullah bin Zayed, and by the United Nations, and the Houthis.

Nearly 3,000 people have since been killed and the country now stands on the brink of famine. (AFP)

Typhoon Wreaks Havoc on Philippines, South China... HONG KONG - Typhoon Mangkhut wreaked havoc on the northern Philippines and southern China, leaving dozens of people dead and forcing millions to evacuate.

The powerful storm made landfall on Saturday on the northeastern tip of Luzon island in the Philippines, killing at least 11 people and injuring another 14 others wounded in clashes and had as well from nomads. The president will appoint 50 Afghans from among the women. The individual elected as a member of the council, and another individual shall be appointed in accordance with the provisions of the law. Senate Chairman Fazal Had called on the government to stop degrading the private sector.

He further recommended performance of the outgoing senators with flowers and appreciation letters. (Pajhwok)
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